Qatar Highlights
5 Days/4 Nights

Doha Bay

Katara Cultural Village

DAY 1: Welcome to Qatar and Doha!

Arrival, meet and greet by our driver, transfer to hotel of your choice.
Includes: Private transfer in with local language driver

DAY 2: Full day Doha City Tour and National
Museum of Qatar – 8 hours

Qatar City Tour – 4 hours:
Souq Waqif’s vibrant complex is without doubt one of the most
atmospheric places to explore in Qatar and a perfect encapsulation of Qatari culture. Join us for a journey into this cultural hub
and explore an ancient marketplace, masterfully redeveloped
to maintain it’s original 19th-century look with mud walls and
exposed wood. The souq also has some beautifully restored,
authentic Qatari buildings that is sure to please fans of traditional
architecture. The tour also includes a visit to both the nearby
Spice Souq and the Falcon Souq. This is the perfect trip for first
timers to Qatar and the best way to experience genuine Qatari
culture in a short time.
Spend a few hours at the Katara Cultural Village — Qatar’s
biggest multicultural hub. Marvel at the beauty of the Blue
Mosque, adorned with turquoise and purple mosaic and the
Golden Mosque, the Ottoman-style structure garnished with gold
chips. See the Pigeon Towers, a prominent example of the Islamic
architectural style and relax at the Amphitheater, the gem of the
cultural village, which perfectly balances the classical Greek
theatre concept with the subtle everlasting beauty of traditional
Arabic architecture. You will also have a chance to relax at the Al
Jazeera Media Cafe and the Katara Beach. The Cultural Village is
also dotted with numerous sculptures (such Gandhi’s Three Wise
Monkeys, Force of Nature, and more).

Overnight Bedouin Experience

Visit Corniche and enjoy a guided walking tour along the
seaside with the magnificent Doha Bay providing you with
unrivalled views. See some of Qatar’s most iconic landmarks,
including the Museum of Islamic Art and the distinctive pyramidshaped Sheraton Hotel, as you breathe in the crisp sea air.
The Pearl Qatar, Qatar’s first artificial island. Tour the
community’s marinas, where luxury yachts and traditional dhows
are docked.
National Museum of Qatar - 4 hours:
At the National Museum of Qatar, visitors can experience the
story of Qatar unfolding across eleven striking galleries, all of
which employ innovative approaches to storytelling. At each
gallery, immerse all your senses and experience the country’s
evolution from a unique perspective. The museum utilizes music,
oral histories, film, archival footage and even evocative aromas to
paint a one-of-a-kind portrait of Qatar’s past, present and future.
The NMoQ tour is guaranteed to satisfy heritage enthusiasts and
history buffs, while sparking an interest in history in everyone else.
At the National Museum of Qatar, visitors can experience the
story of Qatar unfolding across eleven striking galleries, all of
which employ innovative approaches to storytelling. At each
gallery, immerse all your senses and experience the country’s
evolution from a unique perspective. The museum utilizes music,
oral histories, film, archival footage and even evocative aromas to
paint a one-of-a-kind portrait of Qatar’s past, present and future.
The NMoQ tour is guaranteed to satisfy heritage enthusiasts and
history buffs, while sparking an interest in history in everyone else.
Included/Inclusions: Professional driver, professional tour
guide, pick up and drop off
Not included: Entrances USD17 for museum
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Overnight Bedouin Experience

Qatar Highlights
5 Days/4 Nights (continued)

Overnight Bedouin Experience

DAY 3: Overnight Desert experience with dinner
– 8 hours

Enjoy a comprehensive Bedouin
Experience and get a taste of the
local lifestyle in the desert.

Venture out into the desert for the perfect day. Visit Qatar’s gorgeous Inland Sea for a relaxing swim, experience the unmatched
thrills of dune-bashing, and learn the secrets of the desert with a
complete desert safari including camel riding and more. For your
barbecue lunch or dinner, stop by a Bedouin camp where you can
get a taste of the local culture and lifestyle.

Bedouin Experience Tour plan/itinerary:

• Meeting Point: Pick up from your location within Doha city
		 in 4X4 Land Cruisers
• Pass through fertilizer industries
• Stop at the traditional Qatari tents – public restroom
		facility available
• Ride camels in the desert and click pictures with falcons, 		
		 mules etc. (additional charges)
• Deflate tires for thrilling dune bashing -/+45 mins
• Stop at 360 view dune – panoramic view (photography dune)
		 -/+10 mins
• Visit to the Inland sea (Saudi border) -/+ 20 mins
• Visit the Arabian camp for dinner
• Barbecued dinner freshly served at the camp
• Relax at the camp -/+ 60 mins
• Enroute to Doha (your location) -/+ 60 mins

Overnight Bedouin Experience

Included/Inclusions: Professional driver and tour guide, dune
bashing up to 45 mins, water/soft drinks, Camel riding, pick &
drop off, swimming, camp layover, Overnight lodging at Bedouin
Camp, dinner, and breakfast

DAY 4: Back to Doha, rest of the day on your own
Day on your on to discover the jewels of the city at your own
pace.

DAY 5: Transfer out to Doha Airport

Thank you for visiting Doha, transfer to airport according to
flight departure time.
Includes: Private transfer out with local language driver

INCLUDES:

• 4 night of lodging with daily breakfast at hotel of your choice
• All excursions and transfers mentioned above

NOT INCLUDED:

• Al Maha Express (Airport Meet & Assist Service), Expedited
immigration formalities, Assistance through customs, Porter
assistance with luggage from the baggage claim area Being 		
escorted to the customer’s receiving party.
• Services not mentioned above

